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Wednesday, October 24,1984 
THEBGLNEWS 
Vol. 67 Issue 32 
Reagan visits Ohio: 
OSU tries to avoid repeating BG ticket dispute 
by Benjamin Morrison 
and Geoff Barnard 
COLUMBUS - Hoping to avoid 
the controversy over ticket dis- 
tribution which occured at Bowl- 
ing Green State University, the 
White House Advance Team 
(WHAT) has been working at 
Ohio State University to ensure 
everyone has an opportunity to 
see President Reagan's address 
today. 
Accusations of ticket segrega- 
tion for Reagan's Sept. 26 speech 
at Bowling Green made news at 
OSU, according to Steven Ster- 
rett, director of OSU News Serv- 
ices. 
Michael Grabner, liaison be- 
tween OSU Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government and the WHAT 
said seating at OSU's St. John 
Arena for the 12:05 p.m. speech 
will be available to students and 
the general public on a first 
come, first served basis. 
"We don't want to segregate 
anybody out because they do or 
don't belong to a particular or- 
C'zation, Grabner said. "At 
ling Green, the majority of 
the tickets were given to the 
greeks  -  that  won't happen 
He said the greek organiza- 
tions will receive the same num- 
ber of tickets as all other 
organizatons, even though the 
president is going to have lunch 
with the Tau Kappa Epsilon 
fraternity. 
OF ST. John Arena's 13,500 
seats, a maximum of 13,000 are 
going to be filled for the speech. 
Grabner said the majority of 
these seats will be available to 
"anyone and everyone," with a 
maximum of 100 seats for 
"GOPs and VIPs." 
He said 12,000 seats will be for 
students and local residents, 
with the other 1,000 tickets being 
gven to those students who put 
"an extra effort for the 
event." 
Those 1,000 persons were cho- 
sen by members of the Reagan- 
/Bush campaign and will be 
given reserved floor seats. 
However, Dave Fillhart, ad- 
ministrative assistant to the 
University police department, 
said he expects "only about 5,000 
students and general public to 
attend." 
Grabner disputed Fillhart's 
claim, saying "I don't know 
where he got his informaton, but 
its wrong - very wrong." 
Admission to the event will be 
by color-keyed tokens, accord- 
ing to Fillhart. The tokens will 
be given to everyone who does 
not nave a reserved seat ticket. 
Token colors correspond to 
areas in the arena, he added. 
The WHAT is planning for an 
overflow of people. Grabner 
said, "It's very possible there 
will be 20,000 people waiting 
outside, but there is no way a 
number like that could see the 
president inside the arena." 
THERE HAS been talk that 
the Republicans are distributing 
extra tickets to create an over- 
flow, but Grabner said to his 
knowledge, this is false. 
"No one will confirm or deny 
the rumor," Grabner said. 
As in Bowling Green, plans 
are being made to accommodate 
those who do not get inside to see 
Reagan. 
"The University is trying to 
set up a place where students 
can watch the speech by means 
of a closed-circuit television," 
Grabner said, noting accommo- 
dations for a public address sys- 
tem also are being made. 
Security for the event will be 
similar to the president's Bowl- 
ing Green visit, Fillhart said. 
In addition to Secret Service 
personnel, security will be pro- 
vided by the university police 
department, the Fulton County 
Sheriffs office, the State High- 
way Patrol and the Columbus 
Slice department. Fillhart said 
does not know how many men 
will be used for security. 
Reagan, who arrived in Co- 
lumbus last night, will be trans- 
ported by motorcade to St. John 
Arena for the speech, Fillhart 
said. 
The president will travel from 
the arena to the TKE house for 
his lunch engagement in his 
limousine. The lunch en- 
gagement with the students is 
the first of its kind since Reagan 
took office. 
Choir director dedicated to music, students 
by Zora Johnson 
reporter 
Ivan Trusler 
His students affectionately 
call him "Doc." 
A choir member calls his 
office saying she can't make 
it to practice because of an 
illness. He patiently listens 
and tells her to contact him if 
she is not feeling better by 
rehearsal time. 
Although Dr. Ivan Trusler 
is administrator of choral ac- 
tivities in the College of Mu- 
sic, his title does notkeep him 
from showing genuine per- 
sonal concern for the choral 
program and those involved 
In it. 
Trusler has been with the 
music school for 19 years. He 
was instrumental in expand- 
ing the choral department to 
its present size. 
"When I first came to Bowl- 
ing Green, it (the program) 
was almost nonexistent," he 
said. "There were only two 
choirs with very limited en- 
rollment" 
Currently, the choral pro- 
gram includes five large 
choirs. There are many 
smaller groups, such as a 16- 
member show choir, affil- 
iated with the program. 
TRUSLER HAS published 
over 150 individual composi- 
tions and musical arrange- 
ments, his most recent is an 
arrangement of Franz Schu- 
bert's "Mass in G." 
Much of his work is used by 
ensembles within the choral 
program. "There is a great 
need for arrangements of 
contemporary music for 
Men's Chorus," Trusler said. 
"There are plenty of bar- 
bershop quartets and 
folksongs, but not many con- 
temporary songs." 
He feels such work also 
gains recognition for the Uni- 
versity. 
"Each time I get something 
published," he said, "my 
name gets around nationally 
and internationally which is 
good for Bowling Green." 
In addition to his normal 
activities, Trusler is arrang- 
ing a 10-day European tour 
for Collegiate Chorale. The 
chorale, the most select 
group of singers on campus, 
is the only University music 
ensemble to tour Europe. 
This will be its fourth tour. 
"IT IS an unforgettable and 
educational experience for 
the students. They learn to 
communicate in a different 
language. Some even take 
cram German courses," he 
said. "It is all very broaden- 
ing." 
Trusler discovered half the 
students on the chorale's last 
tour had never been on a 
plane - evidence of how broa- 
dening the experience is. 
Trusler believes the College 
of Music has a choral pro- 
gram it can be proud of. "The 
program is solid," he said. 
We do have a need for more 
talented male singers, but I 
attribute this to declining en- 
rollments and not enough re- 
cruiting by all the faculty." 
But he is not one to let 
talented students slip away. 
His tours, seminars and pub- 
lic performances have an un- 
derlying purpose - to promote 
the University's choral pro- 
gram. 
Reagan invited by USG 
Mike Mclntyre 
staff reporter 
COLUMBUS - Ohio State Uni- 
versity Undergraduate Student 
Government was laughed at 
when government members 
claimed to be developing a pro- 
posal to invite President Reagan 
to the University. 
But, Todd Shaver, president of 
USG, said yesterday the group 
proved the critics wrong. 
Shaver said the USG invita- 
tion brought Reagan here to 
speak today. 
He said on Oct. 12, the day 
after Democratic presidential 
candidate Walter Mondale 
spoke at the statehouse in down- 
town Columbus, USG began its 
work to invite the president to 
the campus. 
"Our proposal included the 
specifics of the buildings on 
campus such as the floor plans, 
costs and seating capacity (of 
St. John Arena)" Shaver said. 
"It also included a cover letter 
about why OSU is good (for 
Reagan's campaign) and about 
the conservativeness of the cam- 
pus." 
He said the proposal was fin- 
ished and formally presented to 
the   Reagan/Bush   campaign 
Oct. 16. "We dropped off the 
proposal and just sat back and 
waited," Shaver said. 
THE WAIT wasn't long as 
OSU and the media were in- 
formed of Reagan's acceptance 
two days later. 
Shaver said OSU is an ideal 
spot for a Reagan campaign 
stop. He added that the size of 
the university, the convervative- 
ness of the campus and the num- 
ber of registered voters on 
campus were selling points used 
to lure Reagan. 
"OSU is the best representa- 
tive institution for higher educa- 
tion in the Midwest," Shaver 
said. "It is a microcosm of the 
entire society because the uni- 
versity is so large." 
He said OSU should have been 
Reagan's first choice when con- 
sidering speaking at a Midwes- 
tern university. "I feel the 
president should have come 
here first instead of Bowling 
Green," he said. 
Shaver said Reagan's visit to 
Bowling Green made USG start 
to think about inviting him to 
OSU. 
"We thought the president 
would never come to a univer- 
sity, but when he went to Bowl- 
ing Green, we said, 'If he can go 
to Bowling Green, then he can 
come to Ohio State.' " 
REAGAN ISN'T the only 
member of a major party ticket 
USG invited to Ohio State. 
Shaver said a similar proposal 
was sent to the Mondale/Fer- 
raro campaign yesterday invit- 
ing Democratic vice 
presidential candidate Ger- 
aldine Ferraro to come to the 
campus. 
"We want Ferraro to come 
instead of Mondale because she 
is something new and exciting 
and because Mondale was al- 
ready in Columbus earlier this 
month," Shaver said. 
"If Mr. Mondale were to 
come, we would extend the same 
hospitality to him, but we ex- 
filained in the proposal that we 
eel Ferraro would have a better 
chance here," he added. 
Democratic Sen. Gary Hart 
spoke in support of Mondale and 
Ferraro here Monday nhj.M. 
Shaver said USG is taking an 
unbiased position by inviting 
representatives from both par- 
ties to come to the university. 
CM orders manual recall 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
CIA has ordered a "full recall" 
of its controversial manual for 
Nicaraguan rebels and is asking 
that its contents, including ad- 
vice on "selective use of vio- 
lence" to "neutralize" 
government officials, be ig- 
nored, the spy agency has told 
Congress. 
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., a 
Senate Intelligence Committee 
member, said yesterday that he 
was informed of the recall by 
CIA officials Monday night. A 
committee source said the CIA 
also mentioned the recall of all 
copies during a three-hour brief- 
ing of the panel earlier Monday. 
Leahy said the CIA, in or- 
dering a "full recall," is telling 
rebels the manual "is inoper- 
ative and should be ignored. He 
said the rebels are being in- 
structed to follow another book 
containing a code of conduct 
that reflects traditional 
guidelines of war. 
The committee source, who 
insisted on anonymity, said the 
agency was trying to recover 
several thousand printed copies 
of three versions of the manual. 
He said only about two dozen of 
the original uncensored edition 
remain in existence, with about 
12 in Washington and 12 in Cen- 
tral America. A copy of one of 
those originals was obtained by 
The Associated Press. 
DURING MONDAY'S brief- 
ing, CIA officials told members 
of Congress that some deletions 
were made from the original 
manual produced last October, 
but that all editions - including 
one approved at CIA headquar- 
ters - contained references to 
using violence to "neutralize" 
Nicaraguan government offi- 
cials. 
President Reagan had as- 
serted during Sunday's presi- 
dential debate that pages 
dealing with assassination were 
removed. He added that 12 cop- 
ies of the original with refer- 
ences to such violent acts "some 
way ... got out down there." 
Reagan said the original man- 
ual was the work of a CIA con- 
tract employee in Central 
America, but that when it was 
turned over to his CIA superior, 
"a number of pages were ex- 
cised by that agency head there 
... and he sent it on up here to 
CIA, where more pages were 
excised before it was printed." 
Meanwhile,   in  Green  Bay, 
Wis., Vice President George 
Bush said he expects the presi- 
dent to ultimately "take the 
responsibility" for the manual's 
distribution. 
HE ADDED that "neutralize" 
"could mean various things." 
Sen. Sam Nunn. D-Ga., who 
attended the CIA briefing, said 
the word "neutralize" is subject 
to various interpretations, but 
added that when read in context, 
"it could lead one to the conclu- 
sion that the president's policy 
(barring assassinations) was 
being or could possibly be 
breached." 
"Neutralize" is not defined in 
the manual but references to 
"danger to other individuals in 
the area of the target" and to 
assessing likely replacements 
suggest that the goal is to re- 
move the officials physically. 
CIA spokeswoman Patti Volz 
continued to refuse any com- 
ment about the manual. 
Presidential executive orders 
dating back to the Ford adminis- 
tration have prohibited U.S. gov- 
ernment involvement in 
assassination, but as in the lat- 
est intelligence guidelines ap- 
?roved by Reagan on Dec. i 
981, the word is not defined. 
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-Editorial- 
Leave force out 
of CIS diplomacy 
It has been a year since a terrorist drove a truck 
loaded with explosives into the U.S. Marine 
compound in Beirut, Lebanon and claimed the lives 
of 241 marines living there. 
Since that time the work of terrorists has twice 
reminded us of the grim reality of war and death in 
the Middle East. 
Our flag is no longer seen as a symbol of a nation 
committed to peace, but as a nation willing to 
compromise principle for position. 
Before the bombing of the compound, the U.S. 
military presence in that country was at its peek. 
The marines there had marked the first year in 
their peace-keeping mission. 
Today, the marines are gone, and the peace 
effort is now being negotiated by a Syrian diplomat, 
instead of U.S. special envoy Robert McFarland. 
The twisted wire and broken cement near Beirut 
airport, the ruins of the Marine compound, perhaps 
symbolize the Marine presence. 
The credibility the U.S government once had in 
the Middle East has been destroyed by repeated 
attacks on American installations in Lebanon. 
The hapless efforts of the Reagan administration 
have only caused or allowed needless deaths. 
The 241 marines and score of diplomatic person- 
nel killed did not "die in shame," but perhaps they 
died as part of a vain effort to bring peace to a war- 
torn area. 
We can only hope the administration will learn 
from its seemingly endless errors in Lebanon and 
leave diplomatic efforts to diplomats. 
Reagan too easily questioned 
Debates weren't really debates 
by James B. Vanzant 
Now that all interested people 
have had the chance to view and 
contemplate the debates be- 
tween presidential candidates it 
is safe to say that everyone has 
made their decisions as to who 
won. However we all must take 
into consideration what Barbara 
Walters told everyone. 
Ms. Walters made it clear that 
the discussion was not a debate 
but rather a questions and an- 
swer session between reporters 
and candidates. The discussion 
at the first encounter was sup- 
posed to deal with domestic is- 
sues, which one of the 
candidates is so quick to dodge, 
and change the subject so as not 
to have to defend their stand on 
the issue. 
As mentioned earlier, Just 
about all people who viewed the 
debate have made their deci- 
sions already as to who won. The 
following are some questions 
that should be considered before 
a decision is rendered. 1.) Who 
appeared to be more relaxed 
and sure of theirself? 2.) Who 
answered the reporter's ques- 
tions more completely and with 
facts to back up what was said? 
3.) Which candidate verbally 
challenged to other to justify a 
claim that he made? 4.) Which 
candidate oversimplified their 
answers to a point where they 
were, for the most part, unbelie- 
vable? 5.) Which candidate did 
his best to ignore and bypass 
many of the issues important to 
the common-sense American 
voter? 
I mink if you really analyze 
the questions from an unbiased 
poinf-of-view, the answer to the 
first three questions is Walter F. 
Mondale, and the answer to 
questions 4 and 5 is Ronald W. 
Reagan. 
Newspapers around the coun- 
try, major networks, (ABC, 
NBC and CBS), and polls by 
affiliates of the networks all 
record to argue his positions. 
If Reagan did use his record to 
make his points then I want all 
of the people who think Reagan 
won to answer one question; 
why did he goof up so many 
times? 
I would think that if be is 
running on his record then he 
should Know what he wants to 
say about any issue. Maybe the 
fact-of-the-matter is that Rea- 
gan doesn't have much of a 
record that should even be publi- 
cized, let alone used to debate 
issues. Think about it 
James B. Vanzant la a fresh- 
man business major from Cleve- 
land. 
seem to point to a victory in 
favor of Mondale in the first 
debate and a tie between the two 
in the second. 
One of the networks even said 
that the Mondale victory over 
Reagan was almost as large as 
the Reagan victory over Carter 
in 1980. These figures seem to 
tell me that the people in this 
country do have opinions of their 
own and that they can make judgements on their own. 
In several informal debates I 
have taken part in I have been 
told that this campus is a good 
crossection of the country; the 
figures that are being released 
daily don't substantiate that 
claim. 
As was said earlier Walter 
Mondale was more calm and 
realized during the debate, 
while his counterpart fumbled 
his way through the answers and 
had many quiet times during the 
answers which simply tell me 
that he just didn't memorize his 
script well enough. 
Senator Paul Lazalt, chair- 
man of the Reagan-Bush re- 
election campaign was asked to 
Sive his thought about the first 
ebate afterwards. Sen. Laxalt 
told nationwide T.V. viewers 
that Reagan used his previous ptaPL£ yjfttfr TO eeueve 
The awesome and 
the hapless in '84 
OPEC an American interest 
by Hugh A. Mulligan 
It goes without saying, but 
here goes anyway: 
This year's athlete of the year 
accolade should go to John 
Henry, the 9-year-old gelding 
multimillionaire who runs faster 
the older he gets. 
Part of the horse of the year 
award should go to the Chicago 
Cubs for blowing their first pen- 
nant chance since the dawn of 
the jet age. 
Audience excitement and dec- 
orum at the presidential debates 
were at the level of the world 
chess championships and just a 
few decibels below a big shoot- 
out down at the pool hall. 
Lincoln won the Lincoln- 
Douglas debates but lost the 
election -to the U.S. Senator 
from Illinois in 1858. As in all 
political parables, there is no 
moral here. 
Dudes in suede shoes, plaid 
slacks and corduroy jackets 
with leather shooting patches at 
the shoulder invariably sit in the 
visitors' section at the Yale 
Bowl. 
At 20-year college class reun- 
ions, yesterday's cheerleaders 
turn up in better shape than 
yesterday's gridiron heroes. 
Beauticians who switch to 
doing men's hair almost unani- 
mously agree that the gossip 
gets livelier and more venom- 
ously explicit. Tips are juicier, 
too. 
Food on long distance trams 
has improved dramatically in 
Letters. 
the past decade, even though the 
track bed still leaves a lot to be 
desired, especially when hot 
soup is served in a shallow bowl. 
In the playoff games for both 
leagues, the Chicago Cubs wore 
the only uniforms recognizable 
from the baseball cards of my 
youth. And, at Wrigley Field, 
wasn't it great to see the af- 
ternoon shadows creeping 
across real infield grass? Even 
on TV you almost caught the 
aroma of old-time steamed hot 
dogs rising from the stands, not 
those shriveled, sanitized, mi- 
crowave jobs pre-wrapped in 
aluminum foil to disguise their 
lack of flavor - or did I have the 
nostalgia button turned up too 
high on my set? 
Nine times out of 10 at a 
newspaper convention the guy 
(or the woman) in the three- 
Biece suit writes editorials. And 
le one in the jogging togs at the 
morning seminar is from graph- 
ics or classifieds. Reporters are 
the hung-over ones clinging to a 
paper CUD of coffee, a bloody 
mary and similar life support 
systems. 
My car carries the bumper 
sticker "POOR SPELLERS OF 
THE WORLD UNTIE." This 
makes me a lifetime admirer of 
Oscar Wilde, who "never could 
abide those narrow-minded peo- 
ple who can only spell a word 
one way." 
Hugh A. Mulligan is a special 
correspondent tor the Asso- 
clatedPress. 
by Steven P. Rosenfeld 
Oil prices are falling and 
OPEC is digging in to defend its 
official prices. Most Americans, 
whether they count pennies at 
the gas pump or percentage 
points in the GNP, will have 
good reasons to root against the 
oil cartel. 
"On balance, the economists 
say, the world's better off with a 
lower price," said Dillard 
Spriggs, president of Petroleum 
Analysis Ltd., a New York con- 
sulting firm. 
A drop in oil prices can be like 
an unexpected tax refund, giv- 
ing more money to consumers 
and businesses alike. Every $1 
drop in prices saves $6 billion for 
customers of the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries. 
What's more, unlike a tax 
refund, a drop in oil prices can 
give the economy a shot in the 
arm without stimulating infla- 
tion. 
"Generally, lower oil prices 
are helpful to the world econ- 
omy," Energy Secretary Donald 
Hodel said Thursday in London. 
"For the U.&, estimates are 
that every $5 decline in oil prices 
results in approximately a 1 
S*rcent increase in gross na- 
onal product." 
Stephen Smith, a senior vice 
[•resident and oil industry ana- 
yst at Data Resources Inc., a 
C" irate research firm in Lexing- 
, Mass., estimated that a cut 
of $1.50 in OPEC's benchmark 
Crice of $29 a barrel could lower 
.S. prices for gasoline and fuel 
oil by 3 cents a gallon. 
OPEC, under pressure be- 
cause of price cuts of as much as 
$1.50 a barrel announced this 
week by Norway and Britain, 
announced Thursday that oil 
ministers would meet in Swit- 
zerland on Oct. 29 to discuss 
ways to defend their prices. 
Similar discounting by Britain 
and Nigeria last year led OPEC 
to lower the price of its refer- 
ence grade crude oil to $29 a 
barrel from $34 in March 1983 
and to set a production ceiling of 
17.5 million barrels daily. 
The benefits from the slide in 
oil prices that began in early 
1983  have  not  been as  pro- 
nounced for many European and 
developing countries, however. 
In the United States, the price 
of oil. after adjusting for infla- 
tion, has dropped to 1979 levels. 
But because oil is sold for dol- 
lars and the dollar has been on a 
record-breaking rise, prices 
have climbed in some countries 
- but much slower than over the 
preceding decade. 
"Given the general im- 
provement in the world econ- 
omy, right now a decline (in oil 
prices) would be very benefi- 
cial," said Richard Kessler, of 
the Georgetown University Cen- 
ter for Strategic and Interna- 
tional Studies in Washington. He 
said the drop in prices would 
keep economic expansion mov- 
ing and give a new lift to debt- 
ridden Third World oil import- 
ers. 
But there can be harmful fall- 
out from a drop in oil prices as 
well - bankruptcies for drilling 
companies, declines in orders 
for steel pipe and troubles for 
banks holding loans from en- 
ergy-related companies. 
And for countries counting on 
oil to prop up sagging econ- 
omies, such as Nigeria and Mex- 
ico, a tumble in the price of oil is 
a threat to stability. That's also 
a threat to the stability of West- 
ern banks which have made 
loans to those countries. 
Steven P. Rosenfeld is a busi- 
ness analyst for the Associated 
Press. 
Reds will take over 
In Central America 
I would like to respond to 
Brian Szittai's opinions (Reps, 
ignore central America) on Cen- 
tral America as they appeared 
in the BG News of October 2. 
Brian Szittai is a political sci- 
ence major but this does not 
necessarily mean that he knows 
anything about politics. 
Every educated person real- 
THEBG 
ized that the roots of the crisis in 
Central America are poverty 
and other injustices, to say noth- 
ing of the lack of a positive 
American policy in the region in 
the last decades. However, the Question is not about the roots of 
this problem but rather about 
the American response to the 
acute problem of the attempted 
Communist takeover. 
Brian Szittai proposes that the 
United States end its military 
presence in Central America 
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and to stop aid to the govern 
ments of El Salvador, Honduras, 
and the Nicaraguan contras. 
Then, apparently, he would wait 
as Marxist guerillas, with Cuban 
and Sandiiustan help overthrow 
the democratically elected pres- 
ident and his government of El 
Salvador. Then, presumably, be 
would watch as the struggle 
shifted to Honduras, Guate- 
mala, ... 
As a political science major. 
Mr. Szittai should remember all 
the "lessons" given by the totali- 
tarian governments. The Yalta 
agreement "guaranteed" free 
elections in Poland, but post-war 
Poland has not seen free elec- 
tions. The Soviet Union and the 
Eastern Bloc have signed the 
Helsinki agreement. So what? It 
didn't stop the communists from 
invading Afghanistan; it didn't 
discourage them from persecut- 
ing Solidarity; nor has it in- 
fluenced the Soviet's treatment 
of Sakharow and other dissi- 
dents. 
Piotr Gaiiewski 
INS N. Grove CS 
God bless America 
and Ronald Reagan 
With the coming of the presi- 
dential election and the crit- 
icism given to the president by 
the newspaper and other media 
on this campus, I felt obligated 
to remind students of the not so 
distant past. Many people cry- 
ing opposition to the Reagan 
Administration have forgotten 
what the nation felt the four 
years before the 1980 elections 
under the Carter Administration 
of which Mr. Mondale was a key 
figure. 
Many people have forgotten 
that the prune lending rate 
soared to over 20%. 
Many people nave forgotten 
the Soviet aggressions world- 
wide and the fact that the Carter 
Administration almost reinsti- 
tuted the draft because our mili- 
tary forces were at an all time 
low. 
Well, my fellow students, I 
haven't forgotten the past To- 
day, I'm proud to be living in 
this nation which is building a 
strong economy, where people 
have witnessed employment at 
all time highs, where inflation 
has decreased to 4.5%, where 
our armed forces are once again 
strong and prepared to protect 
our nation, and where people 
look at our Flag and feel the 
pride of being an American once 
again. I haven't forgotten the 
man who led us here either. 
Come November 6th, I hope 
many others remember too. God 
bless America and President 
Reagan. 
Doug Krieger 
835 Fourth St. 
Anderson called 
pompous Reaganlte 
Eric Anderson's Oct. 12 col- 
umn in the BG News displayed 
an arrogance not unlike that 
shown by George Bush in the 
Vice Presidential debate. An- 
derson put down Mondale's 
"reedy voice" and "whinv parti- 
san politics" and spoke of him as 
if he's some sort of a pitiful 
uninformed child who needs to 
be reprimanded (Fritz, Fritz, 
Fritz ... How can you say such 
things? "). Last Thursday, every 
time Bush nodded his head with 
a smirk on his face and said, 
"You know, its funny," I ex- 
pected him to follow with "I 
don't even know why I'm here. 
The American public has such 
a clear choice in 1964 that this 
election is a joke." This Republi- 
can pompousness is nauseating. 
The educated voter is not pre 
destined to vote for President 
Reagan, as Mr. Anderson sug- 
gests. In Vice President Bush's- 
closing statement, he spoke of 
our opportunities, including 
those in space. What kind of 
opportunities was he talking 
about? The expansion of the 
arms race to the atmosphere, 
perhaps? Mr. Bush contends 
that Americans "owe too much" 
to this country to not re-elect the 
Reagan-Bush ticket. Shouldn't 
one consider the astounding def- 
icit in this context? The Ameri- 
can voter Is given the 
responsibility of electing this 
country's next president. The 
choice in 1964 is not nearly as 
obvious as people like Bush and 
Anderson imply by their actions 
and words. We must look into 
the future and ask ourselves if 
we want to continue the present 
policies where deficits are ig- 
nored, the economic gap be- 
tween the rich and the poor is 
widened, and young Americans 
are sent to die in the Middle 
East These issues must be con- 
sidered objectively and in hu 
mility not with arrogance and 
the idea that America's new- 
found pride in itself has ren- 
dered it incapable of mistakes or 
failure. 
KrUtie Wright 
UU E. Wooster Ml 
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Solutions to planetarium light problem pending 
by Carole Homberger 
slarl reporter 
A possible solution for the 
excessive lighting problem in 
the Physical Science Planetar- 
ium is in the works and has 
allowed more shows to be sched- 
uled, according to Dale Smith, 
director. 
The problem, too much light 
from exit signs which makes it 
hard to see the planetarium 
show, "All Systems Go," al- 
lowed the staff to schedule 
shows only through November. 
But, Smith said the problem has 
taken a step forward and shows 
have been scheduled into the 
beginning of December. 
Smith said that Planetarium 
staff members spoke with Rob- 
ert Phillips, chief in safety and 
regional representative of the 
state fire marshal's office, Mon- 
day and presented a two-fold 
plan to resolve the excessive 
lighting problem. 
Smith said under normal con- 
ditions, meaning when there is 
no emergency, the brightness of 
the exit signs will vary, adjust- 
ing with the lights in the plane- 
tarium. 
He said in a dark room it is not 
hard to see faint things, so when 
the room is dark, exit signs will 
be dimmer and brighten as plan- 
etarium lights are turned on. 
HE SAID that if an emergency 
arises, the fire alarm, a power 
failure or the console operator 
will signal the overriding light- 
ing system which will turn on 
lights and brighten exit signs. 
Smith said so far the plan has 
been verbally approved by Phil- 
lips and written approval is in 
the works. He said technical 
details must be worked out and 
the plan must be approved on 
other levels. 
Smith said the planetarium 
show will run through Dec. 7 and 
maybe a few davs over. Shows 
are every Tuesday and Friday 
at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 7:30 
p.m. 
Smith said extra shows will be 
added to the schedule for Par- 
ents  weekend.   He  said  that 
weekend, there will be additio- 
nal shows at 6 p.m. Friday, 10 
a.m. Saturday and two shows 
Sunday, 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. 
"These shows are designed to 
fill the gaps of Parent's Day 
without overlapping with the 
football game and Doc Severen- 
son," he said. 
Smith added the only times 
shows will not be shown are this 
week and over Thanksgiving 
break. 
THE PLANETARIUM will 
close during the winter and re- 
open sometime next spring, he 
said. 
Smith said he has gotten fa- 
vorable comments from the au- 
diences since the planetarium's 
opening. 
Smith said people have been 
mainl v impressed by the control 
console. 
He said he is very happy with 
the way the program is going. 
An average of 35 people come to 
see each show. Smith added he 
would like to see attendance 
increase. 
Free auto unlocks offered 
by Kelly Rose 
reporter 
When Kelly Iannantuono, 
freshman computer science ma- jor, locked her keys in her car 
she opened the car with a coat 
hanger. She was unaware that 
Public Safety would unlock it for 
her free of charge if it is parked 
on campus. 
Her Pinto was parked in the 
Batchelder parking lot when she 
discovered her keys were in her 
locked car. She said it took her 
15 minutes to get in the car using 
the method she learned from her 
brother. 
Students most frequently call 
Public Safety when they lock 
keys in their cars, said Carol 
Pratt, Public Safety records of- 
ficer. She said last year the 
department unlocked 630 cars - 
an average of two cars a day. 
Depending on the car, the job 
only takes a few minutes, she 
said. 
Newer cars are more difficult 
to get into and sometimes cam- 
pus police must call a locksmith. 
ACCORDING TO professional 
locksmith Bill Mandlebaum of 
The Brass Key Shop, 407 N. 
Main St., Public Safety officers 
call him if they cannot get into a 
car. 
He charges $17.50 to unlock a 
car during the day and $22.50 for 
night calls. He said he usually 
unlocks one or two cars a day for 
the general public. 
Dan Halsiead of Halstead's, 
186 S. Main St., said locking keys 
in cars seems to run in streaks. 
He charges $15 to unlock a car. 
City police will not unlock cars 
if keys have been locked inside. 
The only exceptions are if the 
car is running or a child is 
inside, according to dispatcher 
Lynn Campbell. 
Most books left on trays 
Coupon theft increases 
April McClellan 
staff reporter 
Food coupon theft has in- 
creased substantially this se- 
mester due to students 
leaving coupons on dining 
hall trays, according to Char- 
lotte Stames, coordinator of 
crime prevention/community 
relations. 
"The majority of coupon 
books stolen this semester 
were left on (lining hall 
trays," Stames said. Many 
more people are being care- 
less and leaving their food 
coupons on trays." 
Stames said it is difficult to 
determine the exact increase 
in food coupon thefts because 
they are not distinguished 
from other types of theft in 
campus police records. 
This semester's increase in 
coupon theft was determined 
by talking to various dining 
hall staffs, Stames said. 
ALTHOUGH    COUPON 
book theft has increased, 
many students choose not to 
report such thefts, eliminat- 
ing the possibility of recov- 
ery. 
''A lot of students do not 
report that their coupon 
books have been stolen. If 
they don't report them (the 
thefts), there is little chance 
that the coupons will be re- 
covered," Stames said. "Al- 
ways be sure to make a police 
report." 
Even when reported, 
Stames said, recovering sto- 
len coupons is difficult. 
"Recovery is not good," 
she said, "but when students 
make their complaints and 
the person's caught with sto- 
len coupons, (coupon owners) 
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The herpes stigma: 
by Nancy Boctwick 
reporter 
Individuals suffering from 
herpes face social barriers 
not faced by individuals in- 
fected with other sexually 
transmitted diseases, accord- 
ing to Dr. Elizabeth Allgeier, 
professor of psychology. 
Unlike other sexually trans- 
mitted diseases, herpes is in- 
curable. 
"Individuals suffering from 
herpes experience both physi- 
cal and emotional stress," 
Allgeier said, adding that the 
stigma of herpes creates 
problems in forming new inti- 
mate relationships. 
About 20 million Americans 
suffer from herpes, according 
to the latest estimate by the 
Center for Disease Control. 
The Health Center has con- 
firmed seven cases of herpes 
since September, according 
to Miriam Meyer, lab coordi- 
nator at the center. 
The herpes virus forms 
blister-like sores on its victim 
which scab over when the 
blister breaks. Sores may be 
accompanied by flu-like 
symptoms, discharge, odor, 
itching or problems urinat- 
ing, Allgeier said. 
The majority of those who 
have sexually transmitted 
diseases don't have any 
symptoms, but on the aver- 
age, men have symptoms 
more than women. 
"UNFORTUNATELY 
medical science has not been 
successful in finding cures for 
infections caused by vi- 
ruses," Allgeier said. 
The available treatments 
are effective only in reducing 
the discomfort of the symp- 
toms," she said. 
There are two types of 
herpes virus. Herpes I is most 
commonly associated with 
the mouth and herpes II oc- 
curs mainly in the genital 
area, Allgeier said. 
Because there is no cure for 
herpes, its victims sporadi- 
cally experience recurrent 
stress-induced episodes and 
at these times, the virus is 
highly contagious. 
Allgeier said herpes has 
Virus sufferers face social 
barriers and mental stress 
been linked to cervical cancer 
in females. 
She said women suffering 
from an active outbreak dur- 
ing pregnancy risk damaging 
or killing offspring bv trans- 
mitting the virus to the fetus 
through the placenta or in 
passage through the birth ca- 
nal during delivery. 
"Some people get into a 
whole thing of avoiding con- 
tacts because of the risk of 
telling somebody," she said. 
"A LOT of the problem with 
herpes is that the press has 
overreacted," said Mary 
Johnson, nurse practitioner 
at the Health Center. Lack of 
accurate information has cre- 
ated a lot of misconceptions 
regarding the herpes virus, 
she said. 
"Sure, it's a serious thing, 
but its probably because it is 
associated with sex that ev- 
erybody gets so bent out of 
shape," she said. She added 
that although herpes is incur- 
able, individuals who suffer 
from it can lead normal, 
happy lives. 
Allgeier said individuals 
with herpes who reach a point 
in a relationship that they 
want to inform their partner, 
should do so by providing as 
much information as possible 
about herpes. 
Because it is incurable and 
highly contagious during an 
active outbreak, there is a 
risk of infecting a sexual part- 
ner, Johnson said. 
"The person that has the 
herpes has been instructed to 
abstain from intercourse if 
the lesions are present," she 
said. 
IF A pregnant woman has 
an active outbreak during 
delivery, the baby can be 
delivered caesarean to avoid 
infecting the baby, Johnson 
said. 
Individuals who think they 
have herpes should be tested 
during an active outbreak for 
confirmation and to reduce 
the chances of spreading it to 
someone else, she said. 
She added people who have 
several sexual partners 
should be tested for sexually 
transmitted diseases on a 
regular basis. 
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Jim Heubner, junior business major, takes advantage of the last few 
Photo/Jim Sakola 
warm days in October by Jogging on the stadium steps. 
Prout Hall receives Operation ID award 
April McOeUan 
staff reporter 
The residents of Prout Hall all 
have one thing in common: a 
commitment to crime preven- 
tion. 
The hall won the campus-wide 
Operation Identification pro- 
gram contest with 100 percent 
participation,   said   Charlotte 
Starnes, coordinator of crime 
Srevention/community   rela- 
ons. 
Operation Identification was 
designed to discourage theft of 
personal property by engraving 
items with the owner's social 
security number, Starnes said. 
THE PROGRAM was spon- 
sored by Public Safety and Resi- 
dence Life Sept. 10 through Oct. 
16. 
The winner was announced at 
the Bowling Green - Northern 
Illinois football game on Oct. 20. 
Prout residents will receive a 
pizza and Pepsi party for their 
efforts. 
"Public Safety would like to 
thank every student who partici- 
pated in Operation Identifica- 
tion," Starnes said. "It was a 
huge success." 
She said although the contest 
has ended, residents should still 
take precautions against theft. 
"Crime prevention does not 
stop here, it's a never ending 
process," she said. "Keep your 
doors locked while you're out- 
side your room. Be constantly 
alert to potential crime." 
The Philip Glass Ensemble 
Saturday, October 27 
8:00 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall 
"His music is both intellectually rigorous and accessi- 
ble, appealing to audiences that normally have little use 
of each other's music. And he does all this by evolution 
of a style that partakes unself-consciously of classical, 
popular, and ethnic traditions." 
John Rockwell, The New York Times 
Tickets: $8, $6, & $4 
call 372-0171 for ticket information 
Dateline 
Wednesday, Oct. 24 
International Relations 
Meeting - The International 
Relations Organization will 
meet at 6:30 p.m. across form 
the circulation desk in Je- 
rome Library. Open to all. 
Pumpkin Sale - The annual 
pumpkin sale will be 11 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. in the Forum of the 
Student Services Building. 
Hundreds of pumpkins will be 
on sale with proceeds going to 
select local charities in April. 
Art Exhibition - Thirty 
paintings by faculty member 
Robert Mazur are being 
shown through Nov. 4 in the 
Fine Arts Gallery of the 
School of Art. Gallery hours 
■■■•■***.ff.^ff.»iliiT>mwmwiiiiw»»wiii<w<»<»i^mwif>m#i«ff.ff^ 




Thursday, October 25th 
Free Admission with BG ID card 
Come "Party" with the WFAL Party Animals 
516 E. Wooster 
Myles Pizza Pub 
352-1504 
(1) OIM Coupon Per Order EXPIRES DECEMBER 31.1984 
Free 6 Pack of Pepsi 
with any 
16" (2) items or more pizza 
are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. week- 
days and 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday. 
Free and open to all. 
Metal Exhibition - The Na- 
tional Metals Invitational 
continues through Oct. 28 at 
the McFall Center Gallery. 
The exhibit is open 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Free and open to all. 
Play Performance - "Birth 
of a Saleswoman," a one-act 
play, will be presented at 8 
p.m. at Uhlman's Ladies Ap- 
parel, 101 S. Main St. A cast- 
audience discussion will fol- 
low the performance, which 
is being presented as part of 
the Pink Collar Worker Pro- ject. Free and open to all. 
Dateline, a daily service of 
the News, lists dates and 
times of campus events. Sub- 
missions by ell organizations 
are welcome ana must be 
turned in typed and double- 





LARRY 'BUD' MELMAN 
With opening act Chet Cunningham 
Sunday, December 2, 8:00 pm, Grand Ballroom, Union 
$5.00 
Tickets on sale in Union Ticket Booth, Finders and 
The Greeting Exchange. £ 
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Steel industry 
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio (AP) - 
Democratic presidential candi- 
date Walter Mondale yesterday 
admitted that this once thriving 
steel center had begun its de- 
cline under his own administra- 
tion, but promised that as 
president he would set up a 
special program to revitalize the 
Mahoning Valley. 
Mondale, speaking before a 
crowd of some 3,500 at Youngs- 
town State University, said the 
steel industry began its decline 
under   the   administration   of 
President Jimmy Carter, while 
Mondale was vice president. But 
Mondale said the Carter admin- 
istration took steps to stem the 
Dow of jobs and money from the 
area, and accused the Reagan 
administration of doing nothing. 
"This valley is still suffering, 
Mondale saia. "It suffered ter- 
ribly under this administration, 
and it suffered far too much 
under ours, and I will admit it. 
"I can stand here and say we 
tried ... But it still didn't 
work. 
"Youngstown   Tube   disap- 
Harvard elite clubs 
won't admit women 
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) - 
For the select few at Harvard 
University, membership in one 
of the elite all-male "finals 
clubs" means a charmed life of 
garden parties, black-tie ban- 
quets and blessed early accep- 
tance into the sanctum of "old 
boys." 
But now these century-old in- 
stitutions of money and mys- 
tique are being challenged by 
the very school that spawned 
them, as Harvard officials de- 
mand that they allow women to join their ranks. 
Archie Epps m, dean of stu- 
dents, said yesterday that the 
university believes it is time for 
the social clubs - where mem- 
bers eat, drink and party, but do 
not live - to play by new rules. 
"These clubs must come to 
terms with the changing role of 
women in society and learn to 
associate with them in college as 
colleagues and associates and 
not merely as romantic or sex- 
ual partners," Epps said. 
"Harvard started enrolling 
women in 1971," he added. "The 
college feels it must resolve the 
inconsistency between full ac- 
ceptance of women at Harvard 
and the discrimination of the 
clubs." 
IF THE nine all-male clubs do 
not agree to admit women un- 
dergraduates after a Nov. 5 
meeting, Harvard may make a 
symbolic - but extremely signif- 
icant - gesture by severing ties 
to them, essentially stating that 
they do not belong to the univer- 
sity community. Epps said. 
The threat of being denounced 
by Harvard prompted the clubs 
to hold secret meetings last 
week to vote on accepting 
women. The verdict was clear: 
The doors were to remain shut to 
the opposite sex. In an official 
statement, the club presidents 
told Epps they needed more 
time to think about the issue. 
But some club members said 
the meetings were just for show. 
"Having women is just incon- 
ceivable. It wasn't even a vote," 
said one junior who spoke on 
condition tie not be identified. 
"Of course it's indefensible from 
a theoretical point of view, but 
there is tradition and people 
want to preserve that." 
Today, 200 of the school's 3,800 
male undergraduates are mem- 
bers. Harvard has 2,679 female 
undergraduates. 
The clubs have long been crit- 
icized for not accepting blacks 
and other minorities. But club 
members deny discrimination. 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
OLYMPIC KAPPAL0N 
MEDAL WINNERS 
Gold Phi Kappa Tau Delta Zeta 
Silver Sigma Phi Epsilon    Alpha Chi Omega 
Bronze Zeta Beta Tau       Phi Mu 
Spirit Awards: Phi Kappa Psi & Alpha Phi 
Olympic Gold: Tom Rose • Phi Kappa Tau 
Olympic Goddess: Dee Hopes - Alpha Chi Omega 
And thanks to everyone who 
participated in the Kappahn! 
Great job, Beth Perry, We Love You. 
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under Carter, Mondale says 
peared. U.S. Steel followed. And 
this community is suffering. 
"So let's forget the past. Let's 
admit that none of us nave done 
what is needed. The question is, 
'Who wiU be better for this re- 
gion, me or Reagan?'" 
MONDALE SAID if elected, 
he would form a committee 
composed of Mahoning Valley 
residents to work out a redevel- 
opment program. He said the 
committee would work with a 
team of top federal officials and 
would be headed by Geraldine 
Ferraro, Mondale's running 
mate. 
Ferraro visited here last 
month and accused Reagan of 
ignoring the area since his 1980 
election campaign. She stood 
before an empty steel mill and 
pledged not to abandon the area. 
At the Mondale gathering at 
Youngstown State's Beeghly 
Physical Education Center, the 
former vice president was joined by U.S. Sen. Gary Hart, 
who challenged Mondale for the 
Democratic nomination. Hart 
told the mixed audience, which 
included several young people 
waving Hart signs, that he 
wholeheartedly supported Mon- 
dale. 
"Obviously, Fritz Mondale 
and I had some differences of 
which way to achieve the future 
of this country ...." he said. 
"But let me tell you one thing: 
Whatever differences Fritz and 
I may have had - and they are 
small - they are finite and min- 
uscule compared to the differ- 
ences Fritz and I have with 
Ronald Reagan." 
THE ASSEMBLY was sup- 
red to be a town-hall meeting 
which IS members of the 
audience won a chance to ask 
Mondale a question. The gather- 
ing started late, and only five 
people were given a chance to 
query Mondale. 
The questions dealt with stu- 
dent aid, Jobs for the hand- 
icapped, the importance of the 
steel industry to national de- 
fense and tax policy. 
The crowd included a sprin- 
kling of Reagan supporters who 
occasionally booed Mondale. 
Parents died in plane crash 
Destruction of embryos blocked 
SYDNEY, Australia (AP) - 
Legislators approved an un- 
precedented measure last 
night blocking the destruction 
of two frozen embryos and 
clearing the way for their 
adoption and implantation in 
surrogate mothers. 
A committee of scholars 
had studied the issue and 
recommended that the em- 
bryos be destroyed, but after 
a public outcry the Upper 
House of the Victoria state 
Parliament yesterday passed 
an amendment allowing the 
embryos - produced and fro- 
zen in 1981 for an American 
couple who later died - to be 
thawed and implanted. 
Women in the United 
States, Australia, Japan and 
other nations have volun- 
teered to become surrogate 
mothers of the embryos. Sci- 
entists have warned, how- 
ever, that the embryos were 
frozen when the technique 
was being developed, and 
said they probably would not 
survive attempts to thaw 
them. Other frozen embryos 
have produced successful 
births. 
The embryos were left in 
legal limbo after the death in 
a plane crash in Chile last 
year of Mario and Elsa Rios, 
a Los Angeles couple who 
tried to have a baby using so- 
called test-tube baby tech- 
niques at Queen victoria 
Medical Center in Melbourne. 
But they died before a preg- 
nancy could be attempted 
with the frozen embryos and 
left no instructions for their 
disposition. 
The matter was compli- 
cated by speculation on what 
rights the embryos might 
have to the Rios' estate, esti- 
mated at about $1 million. 
Rios has a son by a previous 
marriage. 
State Attorney General Jim 
Kennan has said that under 
the legislation, children re- 
sulting from the embryo im- 
plant would be considered 
children only of their adop- 
tive parents. Victoria state 
law, however, would not gov- 
ern legal action taken in Cali- 
fornia, or elsewhere. 
Kennan said the amend- 
ment applied only to the two 
frozen embryos. In the future, 
Kennan said, all couples in- 
volved in test-tube baDy pro- 
grams in Victoria will have to 
state what should be done 
with frozen embryos in the 
event of the couple's death or 
separation. 
The main measure bans 
experiments on human em- 
bryos more than 14 days old 
and also prohibits surrogate 
motherhood for pay. 
Doctors at Queen Victoria 
Medical Center have 
achieved two births so far 
using frozen embryos, and at 
least six more women partici- 
pating in the program are 
Eregnant. More than 400 era- 
ryos have been frozen, medi- 
cal center officials say. At 
least one other birth - in the 
Netherlands - has resulted 
from a frozen embryo. Hun- 
dreds of otherwise infertile 
couples have become parents 
through in vitro fertilization. 
News briefs 
Supermarket strike vote set 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Supermarket workers from nine counties 
were set to vote yesterday on a concessions contract - a vote that 
could bring on a strike against most supermarkets in northeastern 
Ohio. 
The leadership of United Food and Commercial Workers Local 880 
has recommended that its 14,000 members reject the three-year 
proposal. The contract would cut pay for top-scale employees by $1 
an hour, reduce vacations by one week and eliminate a personal 
holiday. 
Union officials expected about 8,000 members to attend the 8 p.m. 
meeting yesterday at the Richfield Coliseum. Union members can 
also vote at union offices in Cleveland and Akron today. 
'Crime' dog to fingerprint kids 
McGruff, the "take a bite out of crime" dog, will once again 
entertain children of University employees Saturday and Nov. 3 as 
part of Project Fingerprinting, according to Charlotte Starnes, 
coordinator of crime prevention/community relations. 
The project, sponsored by the University Crime Prevention Unit, 
the Bowling Green Police Department and the Fraternal Order of 
Police Women's Auxiliary, involves fingerprinting to aid in kidnap- 
ping cases and other crimes against children. 
The children also will be given coloring books and other treats 
while they are being entertained by "McGruff," Stames said. 
Project Fingerprinting will be held 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Forum of 
the Student Services Building. 
Special Offer ^ 
Carousel 
p Beauty Shop "j 
$5 V 
HAIRCUTS 
30% off PERMS 
Ask for Peggy Or Susan 
Braiding Styles Available 
140 E. Wooitar. 352-0800 
Mon -Sat. 9-5:30, Thurs. 'M 8 p.m 
$REDKEN        11/8,84 NEXUS 
KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE 
KE & UPTOWN 
PRESENTS 
"Quest For Excellence" 
Party 




AZ Ar Door Prizes 
$1   Donation Cover at the Door goes to the U.S 
Olympics Cycling Team. 
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Collision victim remains critical 
Albert Rorapaugh, the 69-year-old man who was hit in a train 
accident last Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. was still in critical condition at 
St. Vincent Hospital in Toledo yesterday. 
He underwent surgery for severe internal injuries Wednesday, 
according to a hospital spokesperson. 
Rorapaugh's car was westbound when he tried to cross the tracks 
at the intersection of Clough Street and the Conrail tracks and 
collided with the southbound train. 
Cable TV has squirrely problem 
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) - Cable television companies are trying to 
combat a squirrely problem: animals slacking on cable television 
cords, causing picture interference. 
"It certainly contributes to our maintenance problems," said John 
Wise, plant manager for Viacom Cablevision in Dayton, who 
estimates animal damage may add up to about 2 percent of annual 
maintenance work. "They seem to be attracted to the PVC (vinyl) jacket on the cable, chewing through that to the aluminum under- 
neath. Sometimes the aluminum stops them and sometimes it 
doesn't," Wise said. 
Businesses have tried steel-coated cable and have considered 
squirrel-repellent chemicals, even cardboard owls, to fend off the 
munching marauders. 
Family has 30 days to vacate bus 
MANSFIELD, Ohio (AP) - A 28-year-old woman and her four 
children were forced to look for new housing yesterday after 
Richland County authorities said a school bus in which the family 
. now lives was unfit for human habitation. 
The Mansfield and Richland County health boards Monday night 
gave Sharon Artrip and her children, ages 4 through 7,30 days to find 
new housing. Mrs. Artrip said the family had been living in the bus 
since early autumn, after her return to Ohio from Florida. 
The bus is parked behind the Walter Smith home on Lenox Ave. in 
Mansfield and is owned by Smith and his wife. It is equipped with 
beds, a couch, cooking facilities and a coal-and wood-burning stove, 
but has no running water. The Smiths, who are related to Artrip by 
marriage, said they bought the bus as a camper and offered it to 
Artrip because she had no money for another place to live. 
New tower helps transmission 
Although the two structures in the parking lot behind the WBGU- 
TV station look like they should be stacked up to form one tall 
reception tower, they are independent of each other, according to 
Bill Leutz, chief engineer at the station. : He said the larger, 175-foot tower was built in the spring to hold 
additional satellite dishes. 
The dishes were needed for proper transmission on the educatio- 
nal television network, Leutz said. 
He added it alsoprovides transmission for the new State of Ohio 
Communications Project. The protect is a data service for the 
Department of Administrative Services. 
The old tower was not heavy enough or large enough to hold the 
new satellite dishes, Leutz said. 
r >ww 
Shhh...Mum's The Word! 
Order your Mums for 
Parent's Day 
10:00 a.m.-2:00 
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Volleyball team dismantles dismal Dayton 
by Karl Smith 
sports reporter 
DAYTON - Sometimes, win- 
ning isn't pretty. 
Take, for example, BG's four- 
game volleyball victory over 
lowly Dayton. 
"Overall, I'm pleased with 
the win, but disappointed with 
our play," head coach Denise 
Van be Walle said. 
UD came into the match with 
a less than spectacular 1-18 re- 
cord. But the Flyers gave BG a 
run for their money. 
The Flyers quickly did away 
with any notion of a three-game 
sweep by capturing game one 
15-7. 
The Falcons blew an early 
lead and UD simply capitalized 
on BG mistakes to win. 
"We had a lack of intensity 
and aggressiveness in game 
one," Van De Walle said. "We 
thought the competition was be- 
low us." 
BG left UD below them in 
game two, thumping them 15-4 
thanks to some nifty serving. 
THE FALCONS served up 
three aces which accented 
strong net play by junior Deb 
Hopkins and freshman Kristin 
Haewski. 
"In game two we outplayed 
them on physical talent. Van 
De Walle said. 
Games three and four both 
went down to the wire as their 
15-13 and 16-14 scores whould 
indicate. 
In game three BG held a 14-5 
advantage before the Flyers' 
scrappy defense helped to score 
eight straight points. 
Freshman   Laura   Cramer 
served up the game winner 
which UD mishandled. 
In game four BG ed the 
Flyers on four occassions before 
an ace by senior co-captain 
Tracy Livsey put them up 14-13. 
Livsey scored on three dinks 
and freshman Jo Lynn William- 
son added some powerful of- 
fense to spark the BG attack. 
HAEWSKI CHIPPED in an- 
other ace while Cramer serverd 
up another game winner as BG 
won the game 16-14 and the 
match, 3-1. 
"We had very poor blocking 
and defense but we were good 
enough at the net and passed the 
ball^Van De Walle said. 
The Falcons, 10-9 overall and 
fifth place in the MAC with a 5-5 
record, will host MAC foes East- 
ern Michigan and Central Michi- 
gan this weekend. 
Falcon ruggers bolted from 
tournament by Ohio State 
Roger Mazzarella 
sports reporter 
When the British marched out 
of their redoubt on the battle- 
field at Yorktown, their band 
played "The World Turned Up- 
side Down." Had the Bowling 
Green band been at College 
Park Saturday, they would have 
played that same tune. The Ohio 
State Buckeyes rocked the Mid- 
west rugby world and scored a 
major upset when they beat BG, 
9-3, in the first game of a four- 
match set. 
The victory for OSU not only 
ended a 25-game losing streak to 
BG, but it also propelled the 
Buckeyes into the finals of the 
Michelob Ohio Collegiate 
Championships in Columbus on 
NovTl 
Under the tournament rules 
only the first game of the four- 
match series counted toward the 
standings. For the Falcons the 
loss marked the first time they 
have not finished either first or 
second in the state tourney since 
1979. 
FOR THE Buckeyes, who 
faced the same threat of elimi- 
nation as the Falcons, the game 
was like a dream come true. 
"Some of us have waited a 
very long time for a win over 
Bowling Green," OSU team cap- 
tain Mitch Massie said. "To win 
we had to have an outstanding 
game from our backrow for- 
wards. They did a great job of jamming up BG's backfield." 
With the Falcons playing 
equally well on defense, the 
match was left to be decided on 
penalty kicks. Ohio State scrum 
half Carl Price put the Bucks out 
in front 34 with a penalty kick 
early in the match and BG was 
forced to ply catch-up the rest of 
the game. 
BG inside center Mark Laim- 
beer tied the game at 3-apiece 
with his penalty kick but Price 
landed two more to make the 
score W in favor of OSU. 
WITH 10 minutes to go in the 
game the Falcons virtually set 
up camp on State's 25-yard line 
only to see one thrust after an- 
other blunted by the Buckeye 
defense just short of the goal 
line. The Falcons' last hope to 
win the match ended when ref- 
eree Ed Callahan called back 
Mike Walsh's apparent try in the 
corner. 
"We had just as many 
chances as they did," Walsh 
said. "They had four kicks at 
goal and made three. We had 
Four and only made one." 
The Falcons wasted little 
time in establishing another 
winning streak as they went on 
to take the next three matches 
by scores of 26-0, 20-0, and 28-0. 
BG, now 22-2, will be on the 
road this weekend as they take 
on the Cleveland Westside Rov- 
ers, a city team based in Cleve- 
land's suburbs and made up of 
many BG, Miami, and Ohiouni- 
versity graduates. 
Photo/Roger Mazzarella 
Outside center Glenn Schwab sets up a "crash" play with backrow forward Tom Schloemer in support. 
Sutcliffe wins Cy Young 
NEW YORK (AP) - Rick Sut- 
cliffe, who helped turn the Chi- 
cago Cubs from losers into 
winners in one season as his own 
career took a dramatic turn, 
was unanimously elected the 
National League's 1984 Cy 
Young Award winner, it was 
announced yesterday. 
He was the first unanimous 
selection since Steve Carlton of 
the Philadelphia Phillies won his 
second Cy Young award in 1977. 
Only Sandy Koufax and Bob 
Gibson had been previous unani- 
mous selections - Koufax in 
1963, '65 and '66 and Gibson in 
1968 and'70. 
Sutcliffe, the big right-hander 
from Independence, Mo., left the 
Cleveland Indians on June 13 to join the Cubs, who had finished 
fifth in 1963. Sutcliffe won 14 in a 
row at the end of the season for a 
18-1 record, leading the Cubs to 
the National League East Div- 
sion title in the best of his six 
major league seasons. 
The 28-year-old Sutcliffe was 
named No. 1 on all 24 ballots, 
cast by two members of the 
Baseball Writers Association of 
America from each NL city. 
Schottenheimer to aid offense 
CLEVELAND (AP) -New 
Coach Marty Schottenheim- 
er's experience as a defensive 
coordinator in the National 
Football League should bring 
a fresh perspective to the 
Cleveland Browns' struggling 
offense, some Browns' play- 
ers say. 
"He's defensed some of the 
better offenses in the 
league," said Browns' tight 
endOzzie Newsome. "So ne 
knows how to attack certain 
coverages. He knows what 
would cause problems for his 
own defenses." 
Schottenheimer, who's in 
his 11th year of coaching in 
the NFL, was named to his 
first head coaching job Mon- 
day after Sam Rutiguano was 
fired in the wake of Cleve- 
land's 1-7 record. 
Schottenheimer was the 
logical choice, said team 
owner Art Modell, because of 
his success in building the 
Browns' defense into the sec- 
ond-rated unit in the league. 
"Marty's a great man with 
the X's and O's," Newsome 
said. "But since he's been a 
defensive coordinator, we (of- 
fensive players) really 
haven't been under his tutor- 
ing. I have a lot of respect for 
his ability as a coach, be- 
cause he's played the game 
and he's been an assistant 
coach."         
"WE'RE GETTING a bril- 
liant football mind in Marty 
Schottenheimer, as evi- 
denced by our defensive 
play," said quarterback Paul 
McDonald. 'T like Marty." 
Schottenheimer was a line- 
backer at Pittsburgh and then 
spent six years in the pros, 
with the Buffalo Bills and 
Boston Patriots. 
Following his playing ca- 
reer, he worked in real estate 
for three years before taking 
a job as an assistant coach 
with Portland of the World 
Football League. He joined 
the New York Giants' staff as 
a defensive coach in 1975 and 
then spent two years as line- 
backer coach for the Detroit 
Lions before joining the 
Browns in 1980. 
Because his background is 
almost entirely in defensive 
work -except for a brief time 
when he played center - 
Schottenheimer says he'll 
rely heavily on offensive 
coordinator   Joe   Scanella. 
&ne tJwvuwiaement 
Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers 
10% OFF 
Cuts, Perms, Facials & Makeup 
demonstrations with Kathy 
181 (BIS. Main 352-4101 
352-4143 
Thru Nov. 5 with this coupon 
ROCK STAR PHOTO SALE 
GET THE PICTURES OF YOUR 
FAVORITE STAR OR 
GROUP NOW! 
October 22-26, 9am -5pm 
Promenade Lounge 
2nd floor Union 
PUMPKIN PUMPKIN PUMPKIN PUMPKIN PUMPKIN PUMPKIN 3 
Oct. 24 Wednesday 
Forum of Student Sendees 
From 11:00• 3:00\ j/ 
Charities Board, VIP. V 
PUMPKIN PUMPKIN PUMPKIN PUMPKIN PUMPKIN PUMPKIN 
SLAVAISUSU CHRISTU! 
SLAVA NA VICKI! 
ATTENTION BYZANTINE CATHOLICS! 
St. Thomas More University Parish 
would like to explore the possibility of 
sponsoring periodic Eastern Liturgies and 
prayer services. If you are interested in 
attending, please call one of the staff 
members at 352-7555. 
<*** PRAIRIE 
MARGINS 
We print the finest in undergraduate 
poetry, fiction, literary criticism, art, 
and photography in black and white. 
Prairie Margins is now accepting sub- 
missions in room 201 University Hall. 
Deadline November 20 
Last Day Applications 
Accepted for Orientation 
Leaders 
Applications available in 
405 Student Services Bldg. 
Classifieds 8 BG News/October 24,1984 
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FM niO TYK. CLASS* ED OtSPUY A0& tie! PB OM: 1 «CH ItCREIEXTS OUT, 7 UK 
lAOtN PEA AD MWmSNG DEADUNt TWO OATS tl ADVANCE IV 4 PJL CAWWOTY EVENTS 
Ul DC FKT MV FKE OF CHUGE. SUBEQUBn ADS WAKED (V KOUIM AA1E SCALE 
IMKMTV PIACEKNT SCHEDULE imU6 AS THE FUST USTIIC EVCTV OTMB TUESOAV. 
Oct  24. 1984 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Attention American Marketing Association 
asasBseTai A reminder to sell thoss ram* 
tickets and turn mom In aa aoon aa possibts. 
You may bo that lucky grand prii* seller. 
Also, an ticket sales count lowarda Naw 
Ortoona So aatll seill sail!       
Attention   IFMOC moating 9pm Ocl  24 MSC 
210 Spaced event to tie planned1'  
SLAVA ISUSU CHRtSTU! 
Slava Na Vlckl1 
Attonllon Byzantine Catholics' 
St Thomas Mora Unlvoralty Pariah would nke to 
explore the possMty of sponsoring periodic 
Eaalam Utufgtes and prayer aervlcea H you or* 
aitoreatad In attending, pteaae eel me atalt 
membora at 352-7555.  
LOST & FOUND 
Loat-CaMn Klein Joan Jacket In 210 MSC 
Great sentimental value Reward il returned No 
quoetlone asked Cal Paula at 2-4786 
BOSU STUDENTS 
The Bowling Oreen JC'e a WRON are apon- 
aorlng a haunted houae. Oct. 28-28 end Ocl 
31 located et the Wood County Fairgrounds. 
Come and aee how brave you are? I know 
you're scared. 
 The Executioner 
RIDES 
(.0. Jeyceee- WRON Haunted Houae. Anna. 
BMg. Wood County Falrgrounda. Ocl 19.20. 
Oct. 20,27. OCL M. 7pm-12 midnight $2.00 
Admlaalon. Matinee Oct. 28 2-5pm S1.00 
Admlaalon 
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS WILL MEET OCT  25 
AT 7 30 IN ROOM 204 MOSELEY 
Management Club' APICS 
Stroh's Plant Tour. Detroit. Mich 
Friday Oct 28  Leave parking lot near 
Memorial Hal al 12:00 




FORUM. STUDENT SERVICES 
SPONSORED BY CHARITIES BOARD. VIP 
See Europe and earn 8 hours credit' 
SUMMER STUDY IN FRANCE PROGRAM 
Open Information meeting 
Oct 24 9pm 
The French House on Sorority Row 
Hefpll I need a ride to OU lor Haaoween- early 
Friday morning  wi help with gas  Please cal 
Dab at 372-5974  
Ride neede to OU Athena Oct 28-28 Can 
leave Thurs/Frl Wi help with gaeS Cal Sarah - 
354-7404.  
SERVICES OFFERED 
GUARANTEED STUDENT FNANCIAL AID — 
FOR DETAILS WRITE ACADEMIC RE- 
SEARCH. BOX 9128C. TOLEDO. OH 43897 
FREE rfo about book "Obtain Maximum Col- 
lege Financial AM" SCA, 3841 Deal. Depl C8. 
Houston. TX 77025 Phone (713) 868-7899 
DJ and SUPERSOUND SYSTEM lor PARTIES. 
DANCES, FORMALS Cal STEVE. 5350896 
or 242-4682  
TUCKER TYPING I WORD PROCESSING 
Cassette tapes, papers, resumes 
 Nancy 3520809  
Abortion, pregnancy tests, student rates. Can- 
ler lor Choice, downtown Toledo 410-255- 
7769 
PERSONALS 
ALPHA StGS - R*. Dave. Bean. Fred. Bob. 
CMS. Thorn, Mate -- What a great Kappalon 
team" (Gotta love those water baaoonal) We 
had a tot o' tun! 
Your Kappa Coaches. Unas A Uaa 
Anita t lob, Congrata on your engagement. 
Two Alpha Ug-OQ weddings In one year. Do 
you think mom can handle II? Wall aee yoji 
m the White Houae (148 8. College)! Carl 
Attention: All Fun members of Order of 
Omega- 
Fun tbnee are aoon approaching • become 
Involved end be fun on Oct. IS et Milton from 
a-7pm.Se there and be tunl  
Beginning Mixology 
Advanced Mixology 
$15 for 6 week course 
sign up In Union Foyer 
Monday-Friday untl Nov 2 
 10 am-4 pm  
Carol Evans. Shety Weakley. Peggie Ftape- 
tnck. and Kim Snow- thanks lor al your support' 
Get psyched lor a wad afterhoura" Phi Mu love 
and mine. Amy Howei  
CATEGORY WHITE WATER RAFTINQ 
BUS 1. DEL. BEAR. HOUOAY INN. ROOM 
140. BATHTUB OF BEER. WAKE-UP CALL, 
RAFT 31. JUMP ROCK. SKULL ROCK. UN- 
DERCUT ROCK. COLDCUTS. PICTURES. 
BROKEN BUS. MORE BEER. LONG JOHN 
SS.VER. 4 OOAM, PARTY AT STEVE'S. ROOM 
203 Z8T. 8.00PM THURS , BYOR EVERY- 
ONE INVITED PROVIDED THEY WEAR THEIR 
LONG JOHN SILVER HAT  
00 FOR IT! 
JOM THE ORIENTATION TEAM. 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 
 408 STUDENT SERVICES  
SHHH... MUM'S THE WOROI 
SHHH... MUM'S THE WORD! 
SHHH- MUM'S THE WOROI 
 SHHH... MUM'S THE WORtH  
Congratulations Karen Mavlty and John Lansor 
on your Phi Mu-Phi Kappa Tau levaaanng Love 
your Pta Mu staters ^^^^^ 
DAVE ADAMSON 
Kidnap a coming and you are my date 
In fact its this Friday and I cant wen 
So put on your boots and your leans  cause 
you'l aee 
That the DG Kidnap a the pace to be! 
 Love, your DO KMnaper  
Enc 
Thanks so much for corning over for egge and 
kegs on such short notice! I hope you had funll 
Lynn 
Fun! Challenging! Excitement! 
Intramural   Recquetball.   Coed Doubles,   en- 
tries ere due October 24 at 108 Student Rec 
Center by 4:00 P.m.  
GET PSYCHED FOR A HEE HAWIN   GOOD 
TIME AT THE DO WESTERN KIDNAP'  
HEIDI NUNEMAKER 
WILL YOU PLEASE HAVE A HAPPY 
21ST BIRTHDAY 
 ULHErDt  
HEIOt NUNEMAKER 
Today's the day you rs 21 
And we're going to make N very fun. 
So get reedy to party, you Mlkroequat Queen, 
To drink more drinks then you've ever aeanl 
Loeayal The aavaaen-Of S Jo. 
Hey el you DZ Car atutfera- congraMaOons for 
winning the Sigma Nu Car stuff' 
Love, your DZ SMaam 
HEY ALPHA StGS- Get psyched lor the v-bal 
CHAMPIONSHIP!! 
Love your DZ coachee  
The IntemebOnal Relations Orgsnizatlon I* 
meeting tonight at 6:30 In the Alumni Lounge 
Pictures lomghl' Be there' 
Tired of 'Pat Answers' and Quick-Fix Solu- 
tions' m your Christian Ufa? Well, so are wel 
Please loin us tor Thursday Night Live' this 
Thursday at 7:30 pm. Guest speaker la Jim 
Sylvester, a popular speaker on campuses In 
both Ohio/Michigan Sponsored by Campus 
Crusade For Chrlsl Meeting In Faculty 
Lounge. 2nd floor Union. 
A BIG THANKS to Laura Stktng. Kei Ann 
Halter, MsfMa Eaotl. Jam* Gtaeon. and Kim 
Rlcharda lor their exceeenl scholarship devel- 
opment' Love, your FTM MU satera  
A-DEE-OAH-GO- YAH-YAH-YAH 
ADP'a 8 BETA'e 
Friday was e tot of tun. 
Let's do n again reel soon 
FALCON HOUSE 
3 day sale 
Athletic shoes a apparel 
140 E WooetetSt. 
The Pt» Dells 
The Falcon Marching Band' 
Capture the excitement ol the 1984 season. 
order  your  atxim  or cassette  today!  Only 
$6 00 aa   Charge thru the Bursar   Cal U 
Elands at 372-2181  
Alpha Deri Dancers 
Slunler, Whlner. Snake t Zola, 
Get reedy for fun at Uptown tonight! 
And don't bo nervous because you may gat 
sick aa a dogl' who's buying the drinks? 
Fruity? Lass ye. Oswald  
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR 
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW 
THROUGH OCT.24. 8:00 PM 
Ski Steamboat with UAO 
Jan. 5-13 
$270 
 Cal 372-2343 
I know more about you than you think. The 
Kappa Sfgma'a have been fitting me In 
Love Your KKQ crush 
00 FOR IT' 
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 
 40$ STUDENT SERVICES  
T—SHfRTS " * T-SHBTS * ■ T-SHIRTS 
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-3088 
Janet > Lynn -Our Kappa Coaches Thanks for 
coaching us to that goto model! 
Love the Dee Zee's 
Jenns. Oertene. Judy. Cindy. ( J» 
When la the next DC road trip? How wa we ever 
forget "Poly". Jenrva A "The driver on the bus 
goes ", JI8 how many more mess til the exit, 
and our elegant dining at Quarterdeck, and the 
exciting (?) metro' Are we Columbus bound or 
what? Tm so excited..." 
Love ysal! Susan 
JENNIFER PALMER 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR   LAVALIER- 
ING TO BILL STILLSON. LET'S JUST SAY I'M 
NOT SURPRISED AND I'LL NEVER FORGET! 
MO JEFF 
Kim, KeMe Ann, Kethy, Jan, Sharon, Amy, 
Jamie. Vines, 4 Jeff: Thanks for all your help 
and support wtth Phi Mu Steak and Eggs I 
couldn't heve made It without you guyall 
With Love, Laura 
LARRY BUD' MELMAN'S TOAST ON A STICK 
WEDNESOAY IN THE UNION OVAL. 
 NOON-2PM  
LeahWagnrli 
Congratulations on your Alpha Gam-Teke pai- 
ning to Rich Preacott. March on to hsppiness" 
Love, your slaters ol Alpha Gamma Delta 
LITTLE DONNA DIFIORE 
Although the hunt has only begun. 
I hope you're having tots of fun. 
I cannot waft unit you see 
That your big Is reefy ME'" 
Love vour Eko 171 
<^my^t TWO / QSE 
GREAT /fcREAT 
1'IZZASX    PRICE 
.AXobL, 
IV) 111.11 IN 











Tan 6.99 8.08 9.17 1.09 13.53 
Tail 
II 8.69 9.98 11.27 1.29 16.43 
(Di'.-P-I>ish Sicilian and .Monnter' Itua available at ..ingle pricet,) 
Kn)oy our Mund  lo-v.l Round Ptxza- 
our dough in made from scratch and 
hand-totwed right before your 
eye*. Rich tomato sauce, 
specially blended cheeses and 
your choice of topping], makes 
this classic pizza a favorite at 
Noble Roman'*' - Now offered 
at these special TWO-FER'S 
PRICKS! (CO! PONS NOT 
honored on TWO-FER'S) 
c^o^obIe.<(^,14v«,(,)iR ■Romans ssss 
^ p I i ZA *" 354-3935 
300 E. WOOSTER ST.-BOWI.ING GREEN 
l .I.IUM, .1,1,,,..,lt 
MIc Payne singing 
your favortte songs at 
• •' D-Benedettos ■ ■ ■ 
every Thurs. I Frt 
9pm-1 pm 
REMEMBER TO PICK UP TOUR 
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW 
THROUGH OCT.24 AT 5:00 PM 
One male needs apt  or house to share rent 
352-0970  Ask lor Dave, leave phono number 
it not there. 
Pamater. 
Happy Birthday 
Love you. Kevin 
TERI- 
THANKS FOR BEING A 
SPECIAL FRIEND! VOUH Hi 
Thank you Dave > Noel our Sigma Nu 
ceratuft coaches' You guys are greet! 
Love, the Ft. Mu'a 
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau would like to 
thank their Kappa Kappa Gemme coaches: 
Holty. Trtcta. A Jane, for a fantaetk Job on the 
house and their fantastic coaching atwlllles 
they shared wtth us. Only gold tor the beetl 
 Lose, the Brothers of PM Kappa Ten 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU WOULD LIKE 
TO THANK ALL THOSE FRATERNITIES AND 
SORONTKS WHO PARTICIPATED IN OUR 
CARITUFF. THE WINNERS WERE: 
■ETA THETA PI- FIRST PLACE FRATER- 
NITY DIVISION 
DELTA ZETA- FIRST PLACE SORORITY 
DIVISION 
PHI MU— SPIRIT AWARD 
DUE TO THE SUCCESS Of THIS YEAR'S 
STUFF, WE LOOK FORWARD TO THE 2ND 
ANNUAL SMMA NU CARSTUFF  
The Skj Ep saver modelers thank their Kappalon 
coaches JB. Jenny, Zora Thank you satera of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma  
Tired of 'Pat Answers' and 'Quick Til Solu- 
tions' In your Christian Ufa? Well, so are wa! 
Please loin US for Thursday Night Live' Ihl■ 
Thursday at 7:30pm. Quest Speaker Is Jam 
Sylvester, a popular speaker on campuses In 
both OhaonWcMgan. Sponsored by Campus 
Crusade   For   Chrlat    Mealing   in   Faculty 
Lounge, 2nd Boor Union  
TOM PALECEK 
You ere my favorite SAE 
And Friday night you I sat 
The Deo Gee KIDNAP a only 2 days away 
Get ready lor hats, dancm and lots of hay! 
To you, my name Is only s clue 
But Friday, II reveal myself to you 
Get ready- hero's due number one 
I rave brown eyas and Buy to have fun! 
Love your KIDNAPER 
 PS   Check your OCMB  
TO MY MANV1LLE FRIENDS 
ONLY 3 DAYS UNTIL THE BIGGEST HALLOW 
EEN BASH BG HAS EVER SEEN  SEE YOU 
THEREII'Slster SBtcher'  
TO MY SISTAS: 
THANKS FOR  MAKING  MY 21 ST B—DAY 
THE GREATEST I EVER HAD! 
 LOVE YA. CATHY  
To our Den sweetheart. Buddy Vancourt 
We're sorry Itva ia late 
But wa think you're greet! 
We want to celebrate 
So lets set a dale 
Happy 20th Birthday 
Love, your ravorfle Pta Mu a Kimmy G. Ksnrrry D 
REfaEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR 
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW 
TnSTOUOH OCT. 24 AT 5:00 PM 
WAY TO GO PHI MU'SI 
Spirit award Sigma Nu csrstuff 
SfB pesos Repay* Kappa Qamms Kappalon 
Way to go you DZ Otymptana! Congrats for 
vnnning the gold model el the Kappalon' 
What'a up Maynard? 
I hope you are having a wonderful Wednesday 
Hang In them, your unforgettable, wed, crazy, 
party weekend la almost here. Countdown to 
Kappa Krush???  
GO FOR ITI 
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 
 40* STUDENT SERVICES  
ZBT'a 
Congratulations    on    your    fantastic    Third 
Place finish In the Olympic Kappalon   Get 
psyched for nail year when you'll capture 
the gold! 
Love your proud  Kappa coaches Betty A 
Kethy  
ZBT Steve Grtfflth 
PRAIRIE MARGINS 
We're Into submission! Sand ua your poetry, 
fiction, literary crttlclem. art, am) photogra- 
phy (In Mack I white). Deadline Nov. 20. Mall 
submissions to Prairie Margins, or take them 
lo our mallbo. In room 201 University Hall. 
Submit now!! 
Violets are blue 
Remember Graham 
I'm flunking ol you' 
An Admirer 
SAM ANDERSON 
Kidnap a Friday, it's almost here! 
The tans lor fun Is getting near 
So get yourself reedy cause the weeks flying 
by 
Were gosig to nave tun    Hares mud In your 
eye! 
Love your Kidnap Dale 
Sig Epa, Tnanka lor a great lime at the lea 
Friday nile- you guys are the bast! 
The DEE ZEES 
THE FIRST MISS BGSU MEETING WILL BE 
HELD OCTOBER 28. 1884, FROM 8 10 PM 
LOCATION WILL BE THE ALUMNI ROOM OF 
THE UNION ANY QUESTIONS OR CON 
FUCTS. PLEASE CONTACT. LIZ — 
372-5800, OR JtU. - 372-3308  
SHE'S HERE 
SORORITY GREEKBUSTERS 
 T-SHIRTS 184-1112  
T-SHRTS • • T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS 
FOR OORM. PARTIES. ETC 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHtCS, 354-3088 
Sigma Nu Car Stuffing coachee- Mark I Scott: 
Thanks lor al your help on Saturday! 
      Love The Doe Zee's 
WANTED 





Long Island Iced Tee and any Margarita 
For only »T.SO 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS                    55 Rtvertnto Donegal    ?\   Eldlll ton of 
1 Sofrnlhing from              Bay                                    2eul 
tut blut                      56 Builds up                    23 Mo$t«m c-tf-c 
5 C*»nttf                        60 Cavalryman               25 Old sirmgad 
10 Poet smgei                64 Shore dinnet item           instruments 
Ol yort                        65 Brief stage                 27 Levin and 
14 Succulent                        appearance                      Gershwin 
perennial                   67 Major                  28 City W of Boise 
15 Chosen                       66 Flooring                      29 Lott occupant 
16 Nautical term            69 Last queen ol            X Raise the spirits 
17 Pan of a                       Italy                             0I 
martingale                 70 Sheep                         32 Barton of th« 
18 Pariorptece             7i Rive, mio the Elbe        RedCrou 
19 Peter Pan- role      72 Patched                  33 Swagger 
20 Dwarf in a pot          73 Nerve plexus           36 Reconcile 
22 Number                                                                 38 Winter activity 
comomaiion                                                               var 
24 Deep sea denizen                                        40 " the Alamo" 
26 Word with day or          DOWN                    42 Burden, at a 
t"ne                               1 Cutting remark                circuit 
27 Eipand                    2 Table spread            45 Greek commune 
31 Agents of a son        3Cho-cecut               47Nemefora 
34 Suppomveyeii          4 Stretching muscle        German lass 
35 Roman robe                 5 Apply a healing          50 Simple Simons 
37 Touches deeply           agent                       52 Man figure 
39 Spring emolion.         6 Rrver of Central         54 Fusty 
in Merida                         Asia                              56 Broadway 
41 Muse ol poetry            f Operatic standout           opening 
43 Kind ol horse            8 Boer towns              57 Leon ol literature 
44 Caught sight ol        9 Achilles            56 Heavy blow 
46 Kitchen device        10 Joshed                    59 Merganser 
48 Word on a French    it Kirg.<* range                61 Inlet 
map                        t2Cilyonthe               62Giveoff 
49 in battle array              Truchee                   63 Faced the day 
51 Weaken                  13   Roast  master ol   66 One way 10 tail 
53 Flightless birds              TV                                        Abbr 
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HELP WANTED 
Day hours sem-apm available 20-26 houra per 
week minimum  McDonald's 1470 E Wooeter 
St BG Apply In parson  
EARN .400 TO »800 A WEEK WTTH OUR 
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM 
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY7 NO 
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS SEND 
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: LAGUNAS P.O. 
BOX 25701, CHICAGO. IL 80625-0701 
Help Wanted: Individual with experience In sex 
screening and art background, able to work In 
shop pert ome or ful Uma Cat Bat 686-6206 
PART TIME I need to people who want to 
supplement their income 25-50* profit on 
every sale Exceptional opportunity that w* 
make you feel great Cat John after 4:30, 
1 -758-3208  
Government Jobs 
l18.55v-50.S53lyr. 
Now hiring. Your area. 
Call s0t-M7-eO0<) Ext rV0t4».  
Person to take video fane of special evenla on 
carnpua Some experience required Saturday 
afternoon > one night a week maximum time 
required   Cel  352-0105. or 352-3703 for 
FOR SALE 
HUFFS Used Furniture 
666-3251 (H Rudolph) 
Mon-Frt 6-6 pm 
Mmi Cool refrigerator Looks good, runs greet. 
S40 or beat offer 354-7715  
FOR SALE NOROtCA SKI BOOTS 
SIZE 10  VERY GOOD COND 
 CALL BRETT AT 354-7217  
* ' * GIVEAWAY • • • 
I couch and 1 recaner char 
cat 353-7066 after 4:00 pm  
1081 Otda 88- Royal Brown, loaded, exceienl 
conrMon Asking 56500. 
352 8061 after 5pm ^^ 
Free chair a hasock with sots bed - very good 
ccrK»oon $110: akl package. $05 - good for 
begeinera 352-4015 after 5pm.  
1977 Dstsun Hatchback Good Condition 
$1505 372-0161 ext 236 or evenings 352- 
0240  
FOR RENT 
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES FOR RENT: VERY 
CHEAP. CALL 372-1385: ASK FOR JIM, BILL, 
DAVE. OR TOWY.  
Someone to sublease Eft Apt 
race, quiet, studious, atmoephere 
Rent negotiable, starting Jan 1 
 Cos 364-6626  
NEEDED EITHER MALE OR FEMALE TO 
stSaLIAM HOUSE SECOND SEMESTER 
WITH 4 OTHER PEOPLE. HOUSE HAS MICRO- 
WAVE. WASHER t DRYER. AND MANY 
MORE EXTRAS. CALL 354-7133 FOR 
DETAILS.  
Half rouse to sublet Spring Sem 
I block from carnpua 
2-4 people  354-3306  
1 or 2 rjoreon apartment avaaaoai for lubMasa 
Winter semester Close lo campus 364 3231 
Ossperassfy need one Mete Roomete to tub- 
lease Apt for Spring Semester $160 month 
Very dose to campus Cal Kevtn at 364- 
2203  
Down Katf of house eveeable now tor the 
balance of school year. 1 or 2 bodroomo Near 
carnpua Large, very good condition 
352-7366  
One vacancy, male, aenlor/grad. double room, 
private entrance, kitchen" dose to untv 
362-723l| .  
Need a Garage for a Car or Storage? 
Cal 362-4S6g       
1 rmte  needed inimerjielely to sublease Low 
rent Utl spat 4 ways Jeff or Joe 352-2810 
Hey Dudes t Dudetles' 
Win • Free weekend tor 2 at 
the Perrysourg Frsnch Quarter 
1 $100 atowance Beat 
MAM ST Saturday nigh! 
Your admlaalon price gives you 
a chance to win 
Gurtsrtst and Bess Guitarist needed to atari 
band 352 0979 ask lor Dave or Anne Leave 
nemo and phone number if not there  
Female Roommate needed 
$110/mo. 730 Scotl Hamlton #D 
    Cal 354 8343       
F. RMTE NEEDED 
1120 A HON. PLUS UTIL. 
CALL KATRINA 354-7001 
WE COULDN'T GET IT BROADCAST AT THE 
HOMECOMING GAME. SO I THOUGHT I'D 
PUT IT IN THE PRINT MEDIA NOW A FEW 
MORE OF THE 20.000 WHO WITNESSED 
YOUR ENGAGEMENT WILL BE AWARE OF IT 
CONORTULATIONS JEANNE AN0 CHRIS! 
LOVE, THE ONE WTTH THE CAR     
Mortar Board Members 
Brian Powers, Carol Sharnbaugh, 
and Stave Cotton: 
Congrstuations on your wel- 
deserved selection lo the 1984 
ttonvacornlng Court We're proud of you! 
-The Board 
JACKIE R. 
ROSES CAN M ANY COLOR, 
AND VIOLETS MAKE ME SNEEZE, 
KIT I CAN'T THWK OF ANYONE ELSE. 
I'D RATHER HAVE TO SQUEEZE! 
rlAPPT SWEETEST DAY, AND GET REAOY] 
FOR THE ATO DATE PARTY. 
MARK W 
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